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LOOKING FOR PROFESSIONAL RESOURCES FOR TEACHING MATH? 

 

How to conduct a search in the Terry James Resource Centre’s RESOURCE LIBRARY: 
 

1. Start with the TJRC home page: https://www.ugdsb.ca/terryjames/ 

 

 

 

 

 

2.     Enter the Keyword “MATHEMATICS”, Click Go. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

3. Place a checkmark in the box marked “KEEP”, near each title that is of interest 

 

https://www.ugdsb.ca/terryjames/


5. Once all titles have been selected, click on “KEPT” in the green bar above your search results 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

6. All “KEPT” resources will display on the left side of the screen 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

7.   Enter your email address at the bottom of the “OPTIONS” box, on the right side of the screen and click on 
Email.   



8. There is a confirmation the email has been sent to your inbox: 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

9. Details of the list of resources will be delivered to your inbox from the terryjames.library@ugdsb.on.ca 
email address. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

10. This email can be forwarded to Terry James Resource Centre staff at terryjames.library@ugdsb.on.ca 

to request the items be checked out to you and sent via board courier / mail.  

 

LOOKING FOR IDEAS FOR TEACHING MATH? 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Terry James Resource Centre has purchased a board-wide subscription to the National Council of Teachers of 
Mathematics (NCTM) online journals. This subscription includes full-text access to the following journals: 
Journal for Research in Mathematics Education, The Mathematics Teacher, Mathematics Teacher Educator, 
Mathematics Teaching in Middle School, and Teaching Children Mathematics.  

Click here for tips on searching  the NCTM Mathematics magazines. 

mailto:terryjames.library@ugdsb.on.ca
https://www.ugdsb.ca/terryjames/using-mathematics-magazine/


THE FOLLOWING TITLES ARE AVAILABLE ON... 

Mathematics 

Friendshape 

Grades Pre-K to 5 

Based on the Book by Amy Krouse Rosenthal, illustrated by Tom Lichtenheld (Scholastic) - The bestselling creators of 

EXCLAMATION MARK! Introduce a triangle, circle, square, and rectangle who celebrate the gift of friendship. This 

joyous book rejoices in the simple beauties of friendship, and reminds readers of all ages that it’s good to have a 

group of pals. Animation by Virgina Wilkos. Narrated by author Amy Krouse Rosenthal and friends. Our Read-Along 

feature allows children to follow each word as it is simultaneously narrated and highlighted on the screen, strength-

ening vocabulary, comprehension and fluency.  

 
MATHXPLOSION SERIES 
Suitable for Grades 2-6 

50 titles, 3 minutes each 
 
Math is everywhere! In fact, it's a mathXplosion - outside, inside,         
everywhere, every day! 
 
In each of these exciting, entertaining and funny math-shorts, 
‘mathemagician’ Eric shares secrets from the not-so-hidden world of 
math, such as measuring the height of a tree using your thumb—no     
ladder, no measuring tape, no kidding! Discover how to multiply using 
‘Mummy Math’ from ancient Egypt, multiply yourself with the marvels 

of reflection. But make no mistake, it's not magic, it's math! 
 
The hands-on demonstrations help illuminate the big ideas in math that children will know how to do: computation; 
patterns in a number sequence; shapes and space; and measurement. The math-shorts aim to support children’s 
learning by showing them how math is related or connected to other things they know, see, or wonder about.  
 
While the focus is on math, mathXplosion also incorporates STEM themes throughout the series.  The series is guided 
by Ontario's elementary mathematics curriculum. 

NOTE:  Each mathXplosion episode consists of 5 x 3 minute segments bundled by them. Themes include: Multiplica-
tion Marvels; No More Conundrums; Arresting Arrangements –Patterns; Measurement – It’s Not Just About the Rul-
ers; Math Maybes: Birthdays, Probabilities, and Estimation; Math Tricks; String, Paper Scissors; Math Stew : Bits and 
Bites. 
 
 

https://learn360.infobase.com/p_ViewVideo.aspx?customID=52345
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2596&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2596&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2597&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2599&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2593&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2593&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2594&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2592&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2598&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2595&c=1
https://learn360.infobase.com/p_Collection.aspx?seriesID=2595&c=1


THE FOLLOWING TITLES ARE AVAILABLE ON... 

LOOK KOOL SERIES 

16 titles, 22 minutes each. 

Suitable for  Grades 4-6 

Includes Teacher’s Guides 

Look Kool is a zany show about geometry, jam-packed with skits, songs, 

cartoons, and 3D special effects. Our host, Hamza, and his mischievous 

robot cat show viewers how math is in everything around us, from       

broccoli, to music, to beaver dams. In every episode real kids help Hamza 

solve a mathematical mystery:  How come triangle shapes are so strong? 

What does music have in common with pizza? How do you fit really big objects in really small spaces? Kids build 

stuff, and break stuff, and even get soaked by water balloons to help Hamza find the answers. 

LOOK for brain-bending puzzles, KOOL hands-on experiments and totally wacky challenges, all in the name of math. 

Titles in the series include:  Spheres, Mapping, Arches, Musical Cylinders, Pyramids, Cones, Tiling, Aerodynamics, 

Spirals, Lenses, Domes, Cubes, Wedges, Sports Projectiles, Symmetry, and Trusses. 

Monster Math Squad Series 

Suitable for Grades K-2 

Includes Teacher Resource Guide.  

Max, Lily and Goo love nothing better than to use their math skills to 
overcome obstacles. Based on the curriculum of renowned Canadi-
an mathematician Dr. John Mighton, the series promotes the love of 
numeracy, the idea that math is everywhere, and that problem solving is 
fun! 

Charly and Max Get Involved 

Suitable for Grades K-2 

An entertaining universe that helps children ages 6 to 11 manage 

their first dollars. It includes a web series, games, quizzes and much 

more.  

 

Teaching Coding through Robotics 

Suitable for Grades 4-8 

A team of Harvard engineers has come up with a fun way to get kids 

hooked on coding. Starting with simple pictograms, students set re-

sponses to certain stimuli that determine the movements of a robot 

named Root. When they become comfortable working with pictures, 

the program introduces text-based coding. With this tool, even children 

who don't yet know how to read can start to code.  

https://learn360.infobase.com/PortalPlaylists.aspx?seriesID=2322&c=1&wID=265431
https://curio.ca/en/show/monster-math-squad-1543/
https://curio.ca/en/show/charly-and-max-get-involved-1856/
https://curio.ca/en/video/teaching-coding-through-robotics-9660/


MAKERSPACE BINS 

These makerspaces bins encourage creating, tinkering, exploring, experimenting, collaborating and inquiry. 

To learn more about these makerspaces, please visit the Makerspace website. 

 

OTHER KITS 

The kits listed below are all found in the Video & Kit Library and require advanced booking. Please contact 

MAKE002—Sorting Circles 

MAKE006—Keva Contraptions 

MAKE008—Fractions 

MAKE011– Magna-Tiles 

MAKE012—Straws and Connectors 

MAKE014—Magformers 

MAKE015—First Look Light Table 

MAKE035—Magformers—Magnets in Motion 

MAKE036—Magformers—Carnival Set 

MAKE037—Magformers—Designer Set 

MAKE050—Sphero SPRK+ 

MAKE051—LEGO WeDo 2.0 

MAKE053—Bee-Bot 

MAKE056—Gears, gears, gears! 

MAKE059—K’NEX Introduction to Structures: Bridges             

MAKE061—Hummingbird Duo Classroom Kit 

MAKE064—Bloxels 

MAKE064—Osmo Classroom Kit 

MAKE065—Qubits Construction Toy 

MAKE067—Strawbees Inventor Kit 

MAKE068—Stick-lets 

 

CU58—  Mapping : Primary 

CU159 – Cuisenaire Rods 

CU160—Mira Math 

CU161—Base ten blocks 

CU183— Number Sense and Numeration 

CU184—Patterning and Algebra 

CU185—Geometry and Spatial Sense 

CU186—Data Management and Probability 

CU187—Base Ten Blocks 

CU189—Build & Learn. Volume 

CU190—Build & Learn. Geometric Shapes 

CU191—Build & Learn. Area and Perimeter 

LIT022—Math and Numeracy : Literacy Collection 

(Math-related books) 

FR243—Mathématiques: Sens du nombre et 

la numération. Primary. Set 1. 

FR244—Mathématiques: Géométrie et sens spatial. 

Primary. 

FR257—Numérik: Livret de numératie, Série verte, 

1re année du cycle  

FR258—Numérik: Livret de numératie, Série bleue, 

2e année du cycle  

FR259- Mathématiques. La mesure. Primary. 

FR260- Mathématiques: Sens du nombre et la nu-

mération. Primary.  Set 2. 

THE FOLLOWING TITLES ARE AVAILABLE AT... 

https://sites.google.com/ugcloud.ca/makerspace-bins-terryjamesrc/home

